MYPSYCHTRACK: THE APPLICATION TO TRACK
AND MANAGE PRACTICUM EXPERIENCES

TIME TRACKING MADE SIMPLE
MyPsychTrack is a new and powerful tool that makes it easy for
doctoral students in psychology to track their practicum activities.
MyPsychTrack gives supervisors a simple way to monitor students’
progress, and helps directors of clinical training gain deeper insights
into the larger doctoral pool for easier and more accurate recordkeeping and reporting.
Your students can use the application at no cost to track and manage
practicum experiences on-the-go, either online or from a mobile
application. And MyPsychTrack is the only time-tracking solution
that is fully integrated with AAPI Online for faster, more accurate
application completion.

EASY, ON-THE-GO TRACKING AND MANAGEMENT OF
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCES
Practicum experience is about learning, not about juggling
spreadsheets. And yet, many doctoral candidates in psychology
spend an inordinate amount of time doing just that.
MyPsychTrack provides an easy-to-use mobile interface for tracking
and managing practicum experiences—across multiple activity types,
for a range of clients and clinical settings, and over the course of
several years. MyPsychTrack makes it easy for candidates to build a
portfolio of verified clinical experiences when applying for internships,
licenses, or other further education.
With MyPsychTrack your students can:
•

Track clinical activity and export data directly to AAPI Online

•

Manage data by activity type, client, assessment, and facility

•

View activities in calendar format and manage recurring activities

•

Submit hours directly to their supervisors for verification

•

Understand how and where they’re spending their time

Why MyPsychTrack?

P Better practicum tracking
and management

P Better student and
program monitoring

P Real-time analysis and
reporting

P Direct integration with
AAPI Online

MONITOR THE PROGRESS OF YOUR STUDENTS
MyPsychTrack takes the complexity out of monitoring practicum experiences—allowing you to focus on how well
your students are learning. With MyPsychTrack, you can monitor student progress from an easy-to-use interface.
You can view activities by student, by cohort, or by program for a holistic understanding of performance.
Powerful charting functionality means you can access and manipulate critical performance metrics without
having to export your data into cumbersome spreadsheets.

With MyPsychTrack Directors of Clinical Training can:
•

Search easily for students by individual record,
cohort, or program

•

Access data about student activities to ensure
program compliance

•

Compare the performance of students, student
cohorts, or programs to understand which sites
and activities have the greatest impact

EVIDENCE-BASED PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
With MyPsychTrack, you have access to the data
you need to understand—and improve—your
clinical offerings. Advanced reporting capabilities
in MyPsychTrack allow you to analyze the clinical
experiences of your current class by activity, client, setting, and assessment type, giving you insight into whether
your clinical offerings advance your program goals. MyPsychTrack also lets you respond more confidently to
accreditors and other academic reporting requests.
With MyPsychTrack Directors of Clinical Training can:
•

Assess the range of clinical experiences offered by your program

•

Assure that program goals and objectives are being met

•

Make real-time decisions about program content

•

Answer requests for data more confidently

DIRECT INTEGRATION WITH AAPI ONLINE
In the fiercely competitive race to apply for internships, speed and accuracy matter. MyPsychTrack is the only
clinical time-tracking solution that supports direct export of student practicum hours into AAPI Online. That
integration saves your students countless hours of manual data entry when they apply for predoctoral internship
programs, improving accuracy as well as reducing time spent on tedious tasks. With MyPsychTrack, your students
can spend their time focusing on those parts of the application process that will make them stand out as superb
candidates.

ABOUT LIAISON INTERNATIONAL
Liaison helps higher education institutions identify, recruit, and enroll best-fit students with improved outreach, application,
and enrollment processes. More than 4,500 programs rely on our admissions management and marketing automation
software and services to reach prospective students, streamline administrative tasks, and create exceptional experiences
for applicants across the full enrollment cycle—from first interest to first day on campus.

ABOUT APPIC
The Association of Psychology Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC) is committed to enhancing internship and
postdoctoral training in professional psychology. APPIC offers the AAPI Online applicant portal, for use by students who
are applying to psychology predoctoral internship programs that participate in the APPIC Match.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Visit: www.mypsychtrack.com • Email: questions@mypsychtrack.com • Call: 617-612-2866

